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Paragon Migration Suite for Servers Eases System and Data Transfer 

 

Migrates System to Dissimilar Server Hardware; Perfect for Small- to Mid-

Sized Businesses and Resellers 

 

IRVINE, Calif., July 26, 2011 – Backup and recovery software developer Paragon 

Software Group introduced Paragon Migration Suite for Servers (MSS) designed to ease 

the transfer of system software and data to dissimilar server hardware. Competitively 

priced, the software is perfect for small- to mid-sized businesses or resellers. The 

software eases the transfer of the entire system from any server to another physical or 

virtual machine, as well as simplifies maintenance tasks and exchange of data. 

 

―Moving large numbers of servers to new hard drives, virtual environments or dissimilar 

hardware or a combination thereof is normally a difficult, time consuming task and the 

reason we created Paragon Migration Suite for Server‖ said Tom Fedro, president of 

Paragon Software Group. ―This powerful suite of migration technology empowers the IT 

professional to quickly and seamlessly move servers to new environments and is 

attractively priced for our resellers and SMB customers.‖ The software eases migration 

tasks without any additional data-media management requirements.  

 

Key features 

 Migrates a cloned copy of a hard drive or partition for adjusting the target system 

to a different physical or virtual environment 

 Supports Windows 2003 Server, Windows Server 2008 R2 and Windows Small 

Business Server 2011 

 Automatically performs partition alignment for better performance 
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 Supports all major virtualization software vendors including Microsoft, VMware, 

and Oracle Virtual Box 

 Supports online data processing technologies Microsoft VSS and Paragon HotCopy 

so a system restart is not required to complete operations 

 

Pricing for Paragon Migration Suite for Servers starts at $199 U.S. 

 

About Paragon Software Group 

Paragon Software Group is an innovative software developer focused on two dynamic 

growth markets—data storage and mobile productivity.  The company's comprehensive 

product line for the data storage market addresses the needs of data security, storage 

and management for PCs, servers and networks.  A second portfolio of products focuses 

on mobile productivity applications for handheld devices.  Founded in 1994, Paragon 

Software has offices in the USA, Germany, Japan, Poland and Russia delivering its 

solutions to consumers, small business and enterprise clients worldwide through a 

network of Value Added Resellers, distributors and OEMs as well as online through the 

company website.  Paragon Software provides technology to a host of world class 

companies and partners including Cisco, Dell, ASUS, Seagate, Buffalo, Iomega, Siemens, 

Lenovo, Microsoft, Motorola, Nokia, and more.  For more information please visit the 

company website at www.paragon-software.com. 
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